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Key new functionality in this release:
✔ Automatic Group Deployment allows 100,000 users enabled and
deployed within an hour
✔ Soft Token extended application available for:
➤ iPhone, Blackberry, Android and Windows 7 mobile
➤ PC Soft Token Microsoft XP, Vista, Windows 7, Windows Server
2003-2008
✔ Support for Google Authenticator software token
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✔ Quick Response Code (QRcodes) for rapid user enrolment of Soft
Token records
✔ User can switch between SMS, Soft Token and back to SMS as they
switch phones
✔ Enrolment interface extended to support QRcodes for scanning with
phone camera

Support for Soft Tokens

Automatic Group Deployment

SecurEnvoy now provides soft tokens for your phone and P.C. to

SecurEnvoy now has the ability to deploy in excess of 100,100

generate one time passcodes (OTP) for two-factor authentication

users per hour with the advent of the “Automatic Group

that can be checked by your company’s SecurEnvoy server.

Deployment”. An LDAP group is monitored and then automatically

End-users have total flexibility with zero admin or overhead costs

deploys and enables users to use SecurEnvoy 2FA.

providing a mobile security solution to suit the user. Multiple
soft tokens can be enrolled and used within the same app

Support for Google Authenticator

for multiple SecurEnvoy servers eliminating the need to carry

SecurEnvoy soft tokens for your phone or desktop can be

multiple hardware tokens or install multiple soft token apps.

used to generate one time passcode (OTP) for two factor

Soft Token application available
The latest SecurEnvoy server V6 allows users far greater
choice of security - either tokenless SMS two factor
authentication or a soft token downloaded as an application.
Available free of charge to current customers, users can elect
to use a soft token application from either SecurEnvoy or
Google. Authentication soft tokens are suitable for most types
of mobile devices i.e. iPhones, iPad’s, Blackberry’s, Android
phones, Mac and Windows operating systems including Vista
and Windows 7. P.C. Soft tokens are available for Windows XP,
Vista, 7, 2003 and 2008 server.
Multiple soft tokens can be enrolled and used within the same
app for multiple SecurEnvoy servers eliminating the need to
carry multiple hardware tokens or install multiple soft token apps.

authentication that can be checked by your companies
SecurEnvoy server or Google’s cloud login.

Quick Response codes
Quick Response codes are an excellent method to display a
bar code matrix for the deployment of the “seed record” for the
end users Soft Token. The user only has to scan the QR code
with their phones camera to ensure a fully automatic enrolment
process to a Soft Token.

P.C. Soft Token Interface
End user convenience of enrolment
Users who wish to use a P.C.
Soft Token are automatically
enrolled after successful
authentication via the P.C. soft
token agent. The “seed record”
is then seamlessly deployed to
the end user.
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